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Please share in the chat :

Your name, where you live and 
why you’re here



(a) investigate what a pandemic-wounded public expects the media, especially local news, to do to help them out of 
the crisis in an informed, inspired and forward-looking manner; 

(b) use the findings and insights from the first phase to develop and deliver a learning-by-doing campaign in which 
local news titles across the UK produce constructive journalism on COVID-19 solutions; and  

(c) evaluate the overall values of constructive journalism for both the news industry and the public during the exit and 
their implications for news coverage of future epidemics/pandemics and crises.
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WHAT DO WE DO?

ONLINE LEARNING 
PLATFORM
Comprehensive online 
toolkits, examples of best 
practices and individual 
case studies—all for free

NEWSROOM 
PARTNERSHIPS
Workshops, individual 
consultations, audience 
engagement, metrics and 
data support, ongoing 
project guidance, 
case-by-case project 
funding

COMMUNITY BUILDING
Platform for shared learning 
and collaboration, regional 
journalist meetups, with 
partners in Europe, Latin 
America, Africa and Asia.

ACADEMIC OUTREACH
Solutions journalism modules 
and full semester courses at 
university partner J-Schools, 
plus SolutionsU works to apply 
sojo stories in all academic 
areas



Discuss why 
we need 
solutions 
journalism 

1 2 Integrate 
solutions 
journalism into 
your work
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OBJECTIVES FOR TODAY

Define what 
solutions 
journalism is 



WHAT IS 
SOLUTIONS 
JOURNALISM?J



Solutions journalism is

rigorous, 
evidence-based 
reporting on 
responses to social 
problems



What do you think the criteria for 
solutions journalism should include ?

Please share in the chat (60 sec!)

DISCUSS 



IT’S SOLUTIONS JOURNALISM 
IF IT…

Focuses on a response to a social problem — and 
how that response has worked or why it hasn’t.

Provides available evidence of results, looking at 
effectiveness — evidence can be quantitative or 
qualitative

Seeks to provide insights (lessons learned/replicable 
model) that can help others respond, too — not just 
inspiration

Discusses limitations and avoids sounding like a fluff 
story



WHAT
SOLUTIONS 
JOURNALISM ISN’T ?J



What makes you skeptical about 
solutions journalism? 
What are the misconceptions around 
solutions journalism ?

Please share in the chat (60 sec!)

DISCUSS



NOT HERO 
WORSHIP

INSTEAD, use characters to talk 
about systemic change



NOT A THEORY INSTEAD, something that’s 
already in process



What about … 

A new grant or funding? 

Proposed legislation?

A task force? 

An exciting coalition? 



NONE of those are 
solutions … why?

An idea or theory

No evidence 

Those examples aren’t a response but could 
be part of a solutions-focused story! 



Questions?



WHY WE NEED 
SOLUTIONS 
JOURNALISMJ



Bournemouth 
University COJO 

Study
Findings from our national survey and 
in-depth interviews with the UK public



Public opinions on problems & solutions in 
news

• The public thinks that journalism must focus on problems to:
• hold power to account (56%), 
• keep society vigilant (55%) 
• to create a collective will to overcome societal problems (51%) 

• 41% participants thought that solution-oriented news “should not be done at the 
expense of problems-focused news”, but (46%) were unsure about this. 

• Reassurance to newsrooms who practice solutions journalism alongside or 
as part of their fourth estate role





COJO can empower audiences to engage 
with societal problems

• 49% felt that solution-oriented news can inspire them to take action.

• “seems much more beneficial to the public consuming the information because 
rather than being bombarded with negativity, people can be informed on 
situations and more importantly how they can help and how others can help” 
(Anonymous).

• “… I think it will open up more informed debate … If somebody is really trying to 
find a solution, you debate around that solution to make it better. It’s like a 
starting point, rather than just having this black wall of the problem that 
everybody chucks off stupid things into ... So, I think it actually involves a wider 
audience in developing the solution.” (Helen).



COJO can help 
increase interest 
and engagement

• 52% participants agreed 
that this type of news can 
increase their interest in 
news.

• This opens up the 
possibility that beyond the 
audience benefits of 
solutions journalism, that it 
can also be a commercial 
strategy too.  



COJO can increase optimism and hope

• More than half of the participants thought that the news could:
• help them to imagine a better world (58%)
• bring positive changes to society (54%)
• create more hope (53%). 

• Solutions-oriented journalism “...offer[s] optimism and inspiration to boost people 
and offer solutions,” and “would provide some people with hope that bad 
situations will get better with time and collective effort.” (survey respondent) 

• Interviewees expressed similar opinions:
• Solutions-focused journalism “...would encourage people to be more 

proactive and realise that there is more that people can do, and there are 
ways people can improve things and might change people’s psychology to be 
a bit more positive about the world.” (Mikaela); 



What researchers say about SOJO and 
empowerment

Consistent findings 
on empowerment 
impact of SOJO: 

positive affect (e.g. inspired, 
determined, attentive, and active): 

greater engagement with the 
news

critical awareness

self-efficacy

motivating actions

Less consistent 
findings on 
empowerment 
impact of SOJO: 





Usefulness in Pandemic Recovery - 1
• Consistent with the survey findings, our interviewees also acknowledged the 

potential positive impact of solutions-oriented news in the context of the pandemic. 
Again, themes of positive mood, optimism, and confidence emerged in these 
interviews. 

“It’ll help people a lot psychologically, because I think 
that there’s still people that have a lot of anxiety 
regarding the virus and the vaccinations. If solutions 
journalism is providing the all-round story, it will give 
people the confidence to make certain decisions 
regarding particular things so it will help them 
psychologically. To recover from some of the damage 
that has been done from the constant negative news 
as well” (Nigel)



Usefulness in Pandemic Recovery - 2
• Interviewees also acknowledged the role of solution-oriented journalism in 

motivating actions, for example, in the local community building during the 
pandemic recovery. For example,  

“It’s getting people more engaged in things...on a 
local level, which can often be influencing...let’s say 
you’re highlighting a story on...local economy in a 
particular town. A lot of people get engaged in that it 
might bring people into...spending money in those 
areas, encouraging local businesses to improve...it 
would be beneficial especially getting more people 
engaged” (Alexander)





Some key 
takeaways

The research shows that:

1. Constructive journalism, especially solutions 
journalism, can create more positive 
emotions amongst audiences.

2. Audiences respond well to COJO: they are 
more likely to take action, engage, and 
think positively of the media.

There are some challenges:

3. Think carefully about framing – certain topics 
resonate more strongly with different 
demographics.

4. Consider your newsroom routines and 
culture, and how COJO can fit into (or 
challenge) these.

5. Maintain professional principles by using 
evidence, and interrogating the solutions you 
find.

Audiences report that all topics can benefit from 
COJO, so focus on priorities for your community.



5’BREAK

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pjcOzqxu4JQ


SOLUTIONS 
JOURNALISM 
EXAMPLESJ









SHORT STORIES

A location transformation story 
looks at progress — how a 
response has made a big 
difference over time.



COMPARISON

You can compare and contrast 
the response to an issue 
across multiple cities, 
counties, communities, states 
or countries. 







NOW LET’S 
TALK ABOUT
THE 4 
QUALITIES.











FINDING AND 
FRAMING STORIESJ



Good 
Samaritan 
Medical 
Center
(West Islip, 
NY)

Good 
Samaritan 
Regional 
Medical 
Center
(Suffern, NY)

Positive 
Deviants



Identify the 
issue or 
question of 
concern1 Ask what’s 

missing from 
the public 
conversation2 Start hunting 

for candidates 
for solution 
stories3



Positive Deviants

Who’s
Doing It 
Better?

❖ Novel approaches to 
problems, with a solid, 
evidence-based record of 
success

    Outliers – in a good way!❖ .

❖ Help you answer the question:



Slices
Data Slice Example 

Comparison to peers Which cities/countries have an effective response to the same 
problem, and how?

Change over time Which cities/states have improved on their own records, over time?

By method/best 
practice

Who’s had interesting results in implementing a solution?

By subgroup Which communities have most improved their infrastructure linked to 
solutions?

By cost Who’s reduced prices as a solution/part of a solution?

By coverage Which city/state/council has had success with specific policies?

By disparity Who’s reduced inequality in marginalised communities?



EXERCISE 1: 
Your editor assigns you an 800 word/ 2 minute solutions 
story on what’s working to reduce food poverty linked to 
COVID. 

Where might you find story ideas? 
Take 60 seconds to write answers in the chat (Toggle “All 
Panelists & Attendees”)!  



Where might you 
find these stories?

• Think tanks/policy 
experts/innovation networks 

• Academic experts

• Large datasets 

• People involved in 
implementation

• People involved in the problem 

• Hold up a mirror to your own life

• Solutions Story Tracker

What question 
should I ask?

Who’s 
doing it 
better?

• Food banks

• Program officers in a foundation 
fighting food poverty

• Ranking of food poverty by 
county

• Farms, restaurants providing 
food to people in need

• Consumers impacted by food 
insecurity

• 180+ SJ stories about what’s 
working to reduce food poverty

https://storytracker.solutionsjournalism.org/search?q%5Btext_search%5D%5B%5D=food+poverty&q%5Bfull_text_on%5D=false
https://storytracker.solutionsjournalism.org/search?q%5Btext_search%5D%5B%5D=food+poverty&q%5Bfull_text_on%5D=false


SOLUTIONS 
STORY 
TRACKER TM



EXERCISE 2: 
You’ve discovered a nonprofit that says it’s effectively 
reducing food poverty among children in your community! 
You’d like to report on it, and you have an interview with the 
founder of the program tomorrow. 

What interview questions might you ask? 
Take 60 seconds to write answers in the chat (Toggle “All 
Panelists & Attendees”)!  



KEY QUESTIONS FOR 
SOLUTIONS STORIES

• How does the response work? Slow the 
interview down.

• How do you measure success? What 
evidence of it is there? What does the 
research say?

• Who are the intended beneficiaries of this 
initiative I could speak to? What is their 
experience?

• Is it being replicated elsewhere? What are 
the teachable lessons for those who would 
like to replicate this project?

• What parts of the problem aren’t 
addressed by the response? What do the 
critics say?

• How does your program actually respond 
to food poverty ? Take me through the 
step-by-step process. 

• Does it aim to stop 100% of food poverty? 
Does it serve everyone in the community?

• Did this approach originate from another 
community’s success? And is it now being 
replicated in other communities? If not, 
why not?

• Is there any data that shows this approach 
is significantly reducing food poverty (from 
the same time last year? compared with 
other communities of same size?)?

• Some critics might say that this doesn’t 
address root issue of food insecurity. What 
do you say to that?

FOOD POVERTY : QUESTIONS



EXERCISE 3: 
You’ve got a draft in for your first solutions story on food 
poverty! But this is your news outlet’s first solutions story; 
your editor wants to make sure the piece doesn’t read like 
PR, and that the founder of the program isn’t portrayed like 
a hero. 

What steps could you take to avoid advocacy & “hero 
worship”?
Take 60 seconds to write answers in the chat (Toggle “All 
Panelists & Attendees”)!  



HOW TO AVOID “PR” / 
HERO WORSHIP

• Don’t overclaim - paint the whole 
landscape 

• Take out the words “inspiring,” 
“wonderful,” “super,” “unique,” 
“genius,” and, in most cases, 
“solution”

• Make your story about the approach, 
not the org.

• Focus on what the characters do, not 
what they aim to do 

• Look for unlikely characters and reveal 
their challenges 

• Use data to contextualize 

• Report on two different orgs with 
same approach 

• Think of limitations and find 
characters who can speak to them 



Integrating solutions journalism in your workflow

● Ask often: “Could this story have a solutions angle? Who is doing this better?”

● What reporting can you let go of or deprioritise? What matters most?

● Incrementally work on longer term SoJo stories

● Leverage your network resources to develop & share stories

● Get your editor on board with the solutions approach

● Set clear and easily achievable goals for yourself

● Designate a solutions journalism editor

● Take the opportunity to revisit the stories you’ve covered 

● Regularly read other SoJo work on your beat

 



Advice for doing short form SoJo 
in a time crunch. 

• Not all stories will be solutions driven. 
Pick low hanging fruits. 

• Look for ‘what’s working’ in the 
community.

• Use the sources from your problem 
stories.

• In interviews, get people talking about 
responses to social issues.

○ Identify questions & answers to 
match SoJo’s 4 criteria. 

• Incrementally work on developing 
SoJo stories.

• Use your calendar. Identify and return 
to solutions oriented projects to 
report on.

• Before sitting down to write, make 
sure all the info needed for a 
solutions stories is there.

• Cultivate your solutions lens: read 
story examples from colleagues & the 
Story Tracker.



Got about 500 words and 10 paragraphs?

Para 1: The response, then summary of problems that led to the response

Para 2: Evidence (data) on the problem+response in your county/country/continent

Para 3 Insight (quotes) from the response implementer, relevant authorities

Para 4-5: Limitations and more Evidence on results (from data, beneficiaries, etc)

Para 6-7: Insight from other parties (a 2nd implementer elsewhere, critics, etc.)

Para 8-9: Insights on lessons from the solution, e.g more evidence from elsewhere

Para 10: Throw-forward on the expansion of the response or future of the response. You 

may round-up with a quote from implementer (‘anecdotal’)

Sample formula for a TEXT solutions story in 500 words



Got 800 words and 20 paragraphs?

Para 1-3: The response, then summary of problems that led to the response

Para 4-6: Evidence (data) on the problem+response in the county/country/continent

Para 7-9: Insight (quotes) from the response implementer, relevant authorities

Para 10-12: Limitations and more Evidence on results (from data, beneficiaries, etc)

Para 13-15: Insight from other parties (a 2nd implementer elsewhere, critics, etc.)

Para 16-18: Insights on lessons from the solution, e.g more evidence from elsewhere

Para 19-20: Throw-forward on the expansion of the response or future of the response. 

You may round-up with a quote from implementer (‘anecdotal’)

Sample formula for a TEXT solutions story in 800 words



Check the Solutions Story Tracker for ideas you can follow-up/adapt: 

● UK solutions stories

Check the Solutions Story Tracker for inspiration on writing formats: 

● Stories under 800 words

Broadcast or digital journalists? You can achieve 3-5 minutes stories:

● UK stories under 3 minutes and no more than 5 minutes

Want to plan solutions journalism stories/series ahead?: 

● UN/International World Days

Imbibing solutions journalism into your beat

https://storytracker.solutionsjournalism.org/search?q%5Btext_search%5D%5B%5D=United+Kingdom&q%5Bsort%5D=oldest&q%5Bfull_text_on%5D=false
https://storytracker.solutionsjournalism.org/search?q%5Bstory_length%5D%5B%5D=Under+800+Words&q%5Btext_search%5D%5B%5D=United+Kingdom&q%5Bsort%5D=newest&q%5Bfull_text_on%5D=false
https://storytracker.solutionsjournalism.org/search?q%5Bstory_length%5D%5B%5D=Under+3+Minutes&q%5Bstory_length%5D%5B%5D=3-5+Minutes&q%5Btext_search%5D%5B%5D=United+Kingdom&q%5Bsort%5D=newest&q%5Bfull_text_on%5D=false
https://www.un.org/en/observances/list-days-weeks


Questions?



5’BREAK

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0E1bNmyPWww


What COVID-19 stories are you 
covering could be a good fit for 
solutions journalism ?



QUESTIONS TO FRAME YOUR 
SOLUTIONS REPORTING ON 
COVID-19...



About the distribution and preservation of 
critical resources

● What’s working to get people vaccinated? 

● What’s working to combat disinformation around 
COVID-19 and the vaccines?

● What’s working to prevent hoarding of essential 
supplies?

● What’s working to rapidly create hospital beds and 
increase treatment capacity?

 



About supporting community cohesion 

● What’s working to support local essential workers?

● What’s working to support workers who have 
temporarily or permanently lost their incomes?

● What are local businesses doing to stay afloat and 
support their employees?

● How are local community organizations 
supporting people in need?

 



HOW TO WORK WITH 
YOUR AUDIENCE ON 
SOLUTIONS 
JOURNALISMJ



Ask your 
audience

What is the most 
pressing issue for your 

community ?

Let them define 
the problem

And help you identify 
possible solutions

Discuss the 
solutions 

Could this work in your 
community ?

How SoJo Engages Communities
HAVING THEM DEFINE THE PROBLEM THEY FACE





Illustrations

This is when the 
SoJo story is 
reported through 
visual graphics; 
anything from comic 
strips to animated 
graphics, etc. 

1

‘Emerging’ multimedia formats



Social media

Use of Twitter 
threads, GIFs, 
Stories, audiograms, 
etc to summarise 
and promote SoJo 
stories for audiences 
on social media 

2

‘Emerging’ multimedia formats



Social media

Use of Twitter 
threads, GIFs, 
Stories, newsletters, 
audiograms, etc to 
summarise and 
promote SoJo 
stories for audiences 
on social media 

3

‘Emerging’ multimedia formats



Questions?



THANK YOU 

www.solutionsjournalism.org



Developing a solutions journalism-focused strategy
● Align your newsroom/work around the aim to produce SoJo. Editors support journalists.

● Set clear, incremental and achievable goals. Start small, and build up with time.

● Allocate resources to advance the practice, ie. time, enterprise skills development, reading 
SoJo … 

● Prepare for solutions reporting upstream. Reflect on changes needed for your reporting.

○ Ask often: “Could this story have a solutions angle? Who is doing this better?”

○ What reporting can you let go of or deprioritise? What matters most?

○ Leverage your network resources to report & share stories.

○ Revisit stories already covered with a solutions lens.

○ Develop your contact book. Identify local sources for potential stories, ie. community 
organisers, NGO reports, academics, local councils, … 


